We show that nucleotides which are modified with a G-quadruplexderived DNAzyme are substrates for DNA polymerases. Based on this finding we developed a naked-eye detection system that allows the detection of single nucleotide variations in DNA.
Among the entirety of the human genome, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are the most common variations.
1 Between some of these dissimilarities and certain diseases, as well as direct effects of drugs on different patients, exists a direct linkage, a topic dealt with in pharmacogenomics. 1,2 For this reason, the development of methods that allow time-and cost-effective verification of distinct nucleotide variations in daily laboratory practice is important for the advance in personalized medicine. 3 Several assays were developed that allow the detection of single nucleotide variations during PCR from genomic DNA samples. Despite PCR-based technologies are broadly applied, they have the inherent disadvantage of requiring temperature cycling using sophisticated instrumentation. These disadvantages make PCR inappropriate for device portability, e.g. for point-of-care testing (POCT) or the detection of pathogens in the field. 4 To date, several naked-eye detection strategies have been exploited to identify single nucleotide variations and microbial pathogens, including urease/DNAzyme coupled system, 5 G-quadruplex DNAzyme biosensors, 6 and DNA probe-modified gold nanoparticles. 7 However, methods that link single nucleotide incorporation to a signal that is detectable by naked-eye are missing. Herein, we report a naked-eye detection system that converts the sequence-selective incorporation of a modified nucleotide into a colour change. The method is based on the introduction of a modified nucleotide that contains a G-quadruplex-derived DNAzyme by a DNA polymerase-mediated reaction. The approach is based on our recent finding that DNA polymerases are able to incorporate nucleotides that are modified with unstructured single stranded oligonucleotides. 8 Here we show that even nucleotides that bear a structured oligonucleotide ''cargo'' are sequence-selectively incorporated by DNA polymerases. Since the modification is a signaling unit, the sequence-selective incorporation can be coupled to a signal that is detectable by the naked eye.
Here we exploited the well-established hemin/G-quadruplex DNAzyme sensing probe. 9 This complex catalyzes the H 2 O 2 -mediated oxidation of ABTS 2À to the correspondent radical ABTS À which lead to a readily measurable chromogenic signal. 9a,10 Our approach for the development of a DNA sequence selective naked-eye detection system is depicted in Fig. 1 . It is based on performing primer extensions using a biotinylated primer immobilized on streptavidin-coated beads. Upon hybridisation to the appropriate target DNA template a DNAzyme-modified nucleotide will be sequence selectively incorporated. After washing steps, the addition of hemin, ABTS 2À , and H 2 O 2 will induce the formation of the biosensor with green colour generation. In order to build the depicted system, we first tethered the appropriate 25-nt long oligonucleotide that forms the DNAzyme to a nucleoside-5 0 O-triphosphate following the approach we reported recently. 8 We chose to functionalize the C5 position of the dUTP to introduce the DNAzyme at the nucleobase ( Fig. 1B and ESI, † Fig. S1 ), since it has been shown that several modifications at this position are tolerated by DNA polymerases.
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In order to investigate whether the DNAzyme-modified dTTP (1) is processed by DNA polymerases, we examined the acceptance of 1 in DNA polymerase promoted primer-extension reactions ( Fig We used a 21-nucleotide (nt) 32 P-labeled 21-nt primer and a 37-nt template (for sequences see ESI †), which contains a single A residue at position 22, calling for insertion of a thymidine analogue ( Fig. 2A) . Incubation with KF exo À DNA polymerase in absence of a thymidine analogue resulted in a primer elongation that is predominantly paused at position 22 without generating significant amounts of full-length product ( Fig. 2A, lane 1) , while the reaction including all four natural deoxynucleosides triphosphate (dNTPs) showed full-length product ( Fig. 2A, line 2) . By substitution of the natural thymidine with the DNAzyme-modified nucleoside triphosphate (1) single-nucleotide incorporation product ( Fig. 2A , lanes 3-6) and full-length product ( Fig. 2A , lane 7-10) were obtained, respectively. As expected, these modified fulllength products migrated significantly slower in denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) than the unmodified full-length reaction product, indicating that the bulky nucleotide was incorporated. Double bands were observed arising from the nontemplated nucleotide addition to the 3 0 -termini of the blunt-ended DNA strand, as it was previously reported using 3 0 -5 0 exonucleasedeficient DNA polymerases. 8, 12 These experiments clearly show that 1 is a substrate for the tested DNA polymerases.
To evaluate the efficiency of incorporation of the G4-modified dTTP (1) in comparison to the natural nucleotide we conducted single-nucleotide incorporation experiments in which the modified nucleotide directly competes for incorporation with the natural equivalent ( Fig. 2B and C, ESI, † Fig. S3 ). The ratio of unmodified vs. modified nucleotide was determined by PAGE through the significantly different migration caused by the incorporation of the bulky modification. This approach was already utilized for the same purpose as well as to study DNA polymerase selectivity. 13 We observed that KF exo À DNA polymerase incorporates the modified nucleotide with approximately 14-fold lower efficiency than the natural nucleotide, while we found for KlenTaq DNA polymerase a 22-fold lower efficiency compared to the natural counterpart. The data matched well the previous findings on other C5-modified dTTP analogues. 13 Encouraged by these results, we went one step ahead and investigated the potential of this approach for DNA analysis. The experiments were done in the sequence context of the B type Raf kinase (BRAF) gene. This gene is a widely known tumor marker, where in a previous study one single-nucleotide substitution was detected in the exon 15: T1796A leading to a substitution of valine by glutamic acid at position 599 (V599E) in the melanoma cell line Colo-829.
14 For the naked-eye detection system of single nucleotide substitutions, a biotinylated primer strand (for sequences see ESI †) was immobilized on streptavidin sepharose beads. First, single incorporation experiments of 1 were performed by using the canonical template (for sequences see ESI †) bearing a dA calling for the incorporation of a dTMP analogue (see Fig. 1A ). The results are depicted in Fig. 3A . The beads were incubated at 37 1C for 30 min with KF exo À DNA polymerase, 1 and the canonical template.
Next, the beads were washed thoroughly and subsequently hemin, ABTS
2À
, and H 2 O 2 were added to the reaction mixture in an appropriate buffer. The colour generation was visible 20 minutes after the addition of H 2 O 2 , but a better contrast between the different concentrations was observed after 45 min (Fig. 3A, Fig. S4 absorption at 420 nm, ESI †). As negative control a reaction without 1 was performed, and no significant colour change was detected. We found a detection limit of about 50 nM (Fig. 3A, 3) .
Next we evaluated if the method is able to discriminate, at low concentration, between the presence and the absence of the single nucleotide variation. The experiment was accomplished as described above either in the presence of the canonical template or the non-canonical template (Fig. 3B) . We found no significant colour change in the presence of the noncanonical template, even at the lower concentration of 50 nM (Fig. 3B) .
In summary, we developed a naked-eye detection system that holds the potential to analyze single nucleotide variations within nucleic acids. The system exploits the sequence selective extension of an immobilized primer by a DNA polymerase using a DNAzyme-modified oligonucleotide. Due to the sequence selective incorporation of the DNAzyme and the subsequent signal, the detection of single nucleotide variations in the nucleic acid analyte is enabled by the naked eye. Here we provide the proof-of-concept that indeed the difference of a single nucleotide variations in the nucleic acid analyte can be transformed into a signal that is read out by the naked eye.
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